Splitting white light into its constituent spectral components has been of interest ever since Newton first discovered the phenomenon of color separation. Many devices have since been conceived to achieve efficient wavelength separation, yet a large number of applications, e.g., in display technology, still use simple color absorption or rejection filters that absorb or reflect unwanted wavelengths, thus wasting luminous energy. Here, we demonstrate a novel microsized device concept that enables efficient color routing. The device operation is based on differential material dispersion in a waveguide array, which causes different wavelength signals to couple selectively into appropriate waveguides. A theoretical power delivery of greater than 50% for a tricolor wavelength router is obtained, compared to 33% expected from geometry alone. The principle of operation is demonstrated experimentally for a dual-color light field, where we achieve a higher than 70% routing efficiency (compared to 50% from geometry), thus highlighting the feasibility of this novel and promising approach.
INTRODUCTION
The color filter matrix that is used in a liquid crystal display (LCD) system consists of a tricolor RGB absorptive element in each pixel 1 and is one of the most ubiquitous filter technologies available on the market today.
2 Surprisingly, it only has a maximum theoretical efficiency of 1/3 because of the geometric arrangement, so it intrinsically wastes at least 2/3 of the incoming light signal. 3 The efficiency achieved in practice tends to be even much smaller than 1/3. This wastage is especially unfavorable for battery-run personal devices, such as personal pad computers and mobile phones. Designing and fabricating an efficient and microsized color filter matrix that has an intrinsically larger color-splitting ratio than the theoretical maxium of 1/3 for LCD is therefore highly desirable.
Conventional band-pass filters are based on one of three different principles: dispersion, interference or absorption. The dispersive type is typically realized with a grating or a prism 4, 5 and its efficiency for light separation can be high, yet the volume of the dispersive element is too bulky to be used for the large number of pixels in a display device. Interference-based filters offer well-controlled transfer functions, but they reject rather than redirect the unwanted part of the spectrum and their fabrication cost is also high. Therefore, color filtering is usually accomplished with an absorptive color filter matrix, which offers the lowest cost, but also the lowest transmission efficiency of the three types of filters. 6 As a novel solution, we propose a dispersive waveguide approach. Transferring optical signals using waveguides is common practice in integrated optics, where light beams propagate in areas of higher refractive index. 7, 8 If one considers an array with each 'pixel' consisting of a combination of waveguides with wavelength-dependent dispersion (as shown in Figure 1 ), different wavelength signals will be drawn into the corresponding waveguides with the highest refractive index for that particular color. Thus, the optical power impinging on the array is not blocked but is instead routed into its designated channel, so a power transmission exceeding the geometrical limit becomes possible.
We exemplify the principle of our color separation method with a waveguide array schematically shown in Figure 1 . The method is based on a resonantly absorbing photonic lattice 9, 10 that has recently been demonstrated experimentally. 11, 12 We show theoretically that each of the three R, G and B wavelength windows can be delivered to a specific waveguide, with the power transmission exceeding 50%. As a proof of principle, we demonstrate the method experimentally by using a color filter matrix in a photoresist, and measure the separation process directly using a confocal mircoscope. We achieve a well-defined color separation of the input light field and a routing efficiency that is significantly higher than expected from geometry alone.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation
The waveguide array displayed in Figure 1 consists of three different materials with absorption spectra as shown in Figure 2a . The corresponding dispersive curves are shown in Figure 2b , calculated from the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relationship. In the paraxial approximation, a light field propagating through this matrix can be described by the following Schrodinger-like equation:
We consider three types of absorbing materials (AMs) doped into the background material to create the color dependence. The doping density is assumed to be small, in the order of 2 mol l 21 , so that the change of the refractive index for wavelengths away from the absorption peak is small. In the vicinity of the absorption peak, however, the dispersion is very strong. A unit cell of the structure consists of threechannel waveguides that are periodically arranged to form a composite array. In Equation (1), k5k 0 n, where n51.62 is the refractive index of the background material, k 0 is the vacuum wave vector, a j (j51, 2, 3) are the absorption coefficients of the three AMs, respectively and Dn j (j51, 2, 3) are the corresponding refractive index changes induced by the three absorption coefficients. The relation between the absorption coefficients and the corresponding index changes satisfies the KK relationship. R j (x) (j51, 2, 3) are the three structure absorption functions of the AMs.
We assume that the absorption coefficient of each of the three AMs has a Lorentzian lineshape centred at l j0 :
The term L j =c 2 j then represents the maximum value of the absorption coefficient, and in our simulation the absorption coefficient is 0.52 mm 21 , which is the maximum value of the absorption coefficient of rhodamine B (RhB) that we use in the experiment described below. 2c j is the linewidth of the Lorentzian line shape. According to the KK relationship, the corresponding refractive index change is obtained by:
The purpose of the structure is to obtain efficient color separation; hence the structure design should help us to achieve the largest transmittance and relatively lowest crosstalk rate for a collinearly propagating tricolor input. We used a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm 14 to determine the optimal material parameters and the propagation distance. Here, we select the wavelengths of 434 nm (blue), 544 nm (green) and 611 nm (red) as the three primary colors, which are the main emission peaks of a Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamp.
Sample fabrication
The sample consists of alternating waveguides made of SU-8 polymer and SU-8 doped with RhB (2 wt-%). The fabrication process is as follows, with more detail provided in Ref. 12: 1.
The photoresist SU-8 is doped with RhB, which is then coated onto a glass substrate, photo exposed and developed. The waveguides are 5 mm wide and spaced by 10 mm. The SU-8 film is 10 mm thick.
2.
We fill the interstitial voids by spin-coating SU-8 without dye onto this template. 
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3.
We perform a blanket exposure of the array in order to ensure that both types of SU-8 are equally crosslinked, hence have the same refractive index.
4.
Finally, we pattern an access waveguide into the undoped section of the SU-8 in order to facilitate transmission measurements.
Measurement
The measurement set-up is shown in Figure 3a where we use a He-Ne laser at the wavelength l5633 nm and a Nd:YVO4 laser at 532 nm to measure the guiding effect in the waveguide array. Both radiation with different wavelength are coupled into the waveguide array simultaneously via dicholric beam splitter. A microscope objective with NA50.10 is used to laser radiation with both wavelengths into the access waveguide, from where it is injected into the waveguide array ( Figure 3b ). We use another microscope objective to observe the scattered light and trace the propagation of the light. The propagation was monitored using the scanning confocal configuration of a near-field scanning microscope (WITec Alpha 300S).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations
The numerically optimized results show that the transmission can be optimized when the absorption centers are located at 427, 520 and 578 nm, and their absorption line widths are 2, 6 and 10 nm. The period, the length and the duty cycle of the structure then need to be 5 mm, 53.5 mm and 1 : 1 : 1. In Figure 2 , the curves of the absorption and corresponding refractive index changes are plotted based on these parameters, highlighting that they meet the above requirements. The required absorption characteristics can be achieved, for example, with semiconductor quantum dots or with organic dyes. According to Fermat's principle and analogous to the situation in an optical fiber, light tends to propagate in the material with the highest refractive index, thus, blue light will prefer to propagate in channel A, green light in channel B and red light in channel C. Here, for blue light, the highest refractive index is located in channel A, for green light, the highest refractive index is located in channel B, and for red light, the highest refractive index is located in channel C.
Typically, the effective area of a waveguide is used to describe its confinement of an optical mode, but this parameter does not provide sufficient information on the spatial and wavelength dependent light field distribution. 15 Thus, we define the parameter C, which denotes the overlap integral between the optical intensity in a specific waveguide and the total intensity at a given position z, which can be understood as an effective cross-section of the waveguide for the specific wavelength of interest.
By calculating the C factor as a function of position, the evolution of the light field for a given wavelength in the waveguide can be observed.
The terms ð i I(x,z,l)dx are calculated with all waveguides doped with AM1, AM2 and AM3, respectively.
As an example, we consider the C factor as a function of z in waveguide A (Figure 4a ). The C factor is initially 33.3% and is the same for all three colors. It then increases for the blue light in accordance with waveguide A's higher refractive index in the blue, while C decreases for green and red, as these colors are not guided. The increase is explained by the fact that blue light will couple into the higher index region, thus increasing the effective cross-section of the corresponding waveguide, so the optical power of 434 nm light in waveguide A increases beyond the fraction expected by geometry, i.e., 1/3. Waveguides B and C have the same effect on green and red light, respectively (Figure 4b and 4c) . A further increase in the waveguide length will then result in a backflow of the light field into the initial waveguides, as well as increased absorption, thus again reducing the transmission efficiency.
The calculated C factors clearly highlight that light of different colors will concentrate in different waveguides by guiding and focusing the light field into specific output ports. Hence, an efficient color 3 separation is achieved with each waveguide acting as a color filter. In addition, we calculated the full transmission spectrum of each waveguide ( Figure 5a ). The color gamut of the waveguide array is shown in Figure 5b . In our calculation, the gamut of the waveguide array (shown in gray) is about 40.18% of the NTSC color gamut, which is undesirable. We therefore propose to use the router together with a conventional filter array. In our calculation, the transmission of a conventional blue filter for wavelengths of 434, 544 and 611 nm is 70%, 19.3% and 1%; the transmission of a conventional green filter for wavelengths of 434, 544 and 611 nm is 2.9%, 83% and 24.1%; the transmission of a conventional red filter for wavelengths of 434, 544 and 611 nm is 2.1%, 0% and 16.2%. 16 The waveguide array acts as a router for colors, and a conventional color filter array, either absorptive or based on interference, can be placed at the end facet of the waveguide array to suppress the cross-talk. The color gamut can then be increased to 91%, while maintaining the 1.63 higher transmission into the desired channels.
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The color filters show fairly large spectral bands, allowing their application with a white light LED as the backlight source.
The operation of the waveguide array with a white light input is shown in Figure 6 where we clearly observe how the input is channeled and color-filtered into the respective waveguides. The transmittance is dependent on the propagation distance, with the maximum transmission reaching more than 50%, for a propagation distance of 53.5 mm.
The corresponding transmittance, crosstalk and absorption values of the array are shown in Table 1 . The noticeable loss of input power is mainly due to the optical absorption that gives rise to the dispersion in the first place, yet the actual channeling efficiency exceeds 52% with the absorption being taken fully into account.
Experimental demonstration of color separation
We fabricated a waveguide array to demonstrate the method experimentally, using two different dispersive materials as a proof of principle for dual color separation. The sample consists of alternating waveguides made of SU-8 photoresist polymer and SU-8 doped with RhB. The absorption peak of RhB is located at 564 nm, thus the refractive index of SU-8 doped with RhB on the shorter wavelength side of the peak is lower than the background medium, while on the longer wavelength side the refractive index is higher. The absorption spectrum and corresponding refractive index change were calculated using the KK relationship and are shown in Figure 7 . According to the previous discussion, light of a wavelength shorter than 564 nm (green) will propagate in the undoped SU-8 waveguide and light of a wavelength longer than 564 nm (red) will propagate in the doped waveguide. The process of channeling the different colors into their specific waveguides is mapped with a confocal microscope. The results shown in Figure 3b and Figure 4 and 532 nm are indeed well separated with gradual increases in the corresponding intensities. The data in Figure 8 were obtained by measuring the scattered light from the waveguide array using a confocal imaging technique. The intensity of the scattered signal depends not only on the actual intensity inside the waveguide, but also on the quality of the waveguide array. The optical quality in the input and end facets of the specific waveguides used here was not as perfect as that along the waveguide, so the scattering from the facets becomes dominant over that from the waveguide. For this reason, only the central part of the waveguide array is included in our measurement for Figure 8 . Although the measurements do not include the total length of the waveguide array, transmission values of above 70% are being observed for both green and red light, respectively (compared to 50% from geometry). Notice that the geometric limit gives rise to an intensity distribution with the transmission never exceeding the intensity at the input facet. The measured results show a significant enhancement, which is in good agreement with the simulations shown in the Figure 4 .
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new approach for designing a microsized optical filter array that affords the separation of different colors with a higher efficiency than the 33% expected by geometry alone. We use a wave- The calculation result of tricolor separation in a color waveguide matrix, with the initial field distribution described by a Gaussian function with an FWHM of 28 mm, the Gaussian beam maximum is located at x50. Here, the red, green and blue represent the light wave at 611, 544 and 434 nm respectively. The propagation of the wavelengths 434, 544 and 611 nm is shown in detail in (b), (c) and (d), respectively. FWHM, full width at half maximum. 5 guide array to implement the approach and demonstrate effective color routing, both theoretically and experimentally. The strong required dispersion is introduced by selective absorption, while operating away from the absorption peak. The higher efficiency is achieved by coupling the optical power from nearby waveguides into the wavelength-specific target waveguide, so the effective cross-section of each waveguide is increased for its specific target wavelength range. Therefore, the waveguides act as an effective color filter array efficiently separating the different wavelength signals. The theoretical efficiency of the color separation is typically above 50%, which is considerably higher than that of a conventional color absorptive filter array. We have also illustrated this effect experimentally by showing a dual-color separation in lithographically fabricated waveguide array with an efficiency of higher than 70%, using RhB as the dopant in alternating waveguides. We believe that multicolor separation can be achieved when suitable absorbing materials are doped into the same organic matrix. We also note that the idea of KK based wavelength separation is similar to that recently demonstrated with plasmonic nanoparticles, 17 and that our waveguide array achieves more distinct color separation due to its longer propagation length as well as better efficiency. Efficient color routing with a waveguide array Liu Y et al. 6
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